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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a technology for printing images by jetting ink droplets from each of a plurality of nozzles to record dots on the surface of a printing medium, particularly to a technology for inspecting whether or not ink droplets are jetted from the individual nozzles.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] An inkjet printer prints images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles. The print head of an inkjet printer is equipped with a large number of nozzles. Owing to increase in ink viscosity and/or bubble entrainment and the like, some of the nozzles may clog and become incapable of jetting ink droplets. Nozzle clogging degrades image quality by causing dot dropout within the image.

[0003] The conventional way of inspecting for nozzle clogging is for the user to print a special test pattern on printing paper before starting the printing operation and then examine the printed test pattern visually.

[0004] Most printers have a plurality of printing modes, including a high-image-quality print mode for achieving high image quality at relatively high printing resolution and a high-speed print mode for achieving high-speed printing at relatively low printing resolution. The importance of inspecting for dot dropout may vary with the print mode. In high-image-quality print mode, for instance, inspection for dot dropout is important because the presence/absence of dot dropout markedly affects image quality. In high-speed print mode, on the other hand, inspection for dot dropout is not so important because greater priority is given to speed than image quality.

[0005] Conventionally, the printer has conducted dot dropout inspection before the printing operation in response to an instruction from the user when the user thinks it necessary. Therefore, when nozzles have clogged and no dot dropout inspection was carried out before printing in high-image-quality print mode, dot dropout may occur and make it impossible to obtain the desired image quality.

[0006] This invention was accomplished to overcome the foregoing problem of the prior art, and its object is to provide a technology enabling dot dropout inspection to be reliably effect when required.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In order to attain at least part of the above objects, in a first configuration of the present invention, different timings during printing operation are preset, as timings for conducting an inspection for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles, with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes.

The plurality of print modes differ in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line. When printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, the inspection is conducted at the timing preset with respect to the selected print mode.

[0008] The need for dot dropout inspection differs according to print mode. Therefore, if the inspection is conducted at timing matched to the print mode, reliable dot dropout inspection can be conducted as necessary.

[0009] In a second configuration of the present invention, different combinations of timing for conducting an inspection for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles and inspection principle are preset with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes. The plurality of print modes differ in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line. When printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, the inspection is conducted in accordance with the timing and inspection principle preset with respect to the selected print mode.

[0010] Since this makes it possible to set a preferable combination of dot dropout inspection timing and inspection principle matched to the print mode, reliable dot dropout inspection can be conducted as necessary.

[0011] The printing may be performed without conducting the inspection in the print mode whose raster line recording speed and print resolution are lowest among all print modes usable by the printer.

[0012] Since the necessity of dot dropout inspection is low in such a print mode, higher speed printing can be performed by not conducting dot dropout inspection.

[0013] Only nozzles actually used in the printing operation may be selected for targets of the inspection. This enables the inspection time to be shortened.

[0014] The present invention can be implemented in various modes including, for example, a dot drop inspection method and device, a computer program for realizing the functions of the method or device, a recording medium recorded with the computer program, and data signals including the computer program embodied in a carrier wave.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view showing the main structure of a color inkjet printer 20 embodying the present invention.

Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the electrical configuration of the printer 20.

Figure 3 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the structure of a first dot dropout inspection unit 40 and the principle of its inspection method (flying droplet
is explained in detail later.

Figure 4 is an explanatory diagram showing another structure of the first dot dropout inspection unit 40. Figure 5 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the structure of a second dot dropout inspection unit 42 and the principle of its inspection method (vibrating diaphragm inspection method).

Figures 6(A) and 6(B) are explanatory diagrams illustrating the structure of a third dot dropout inspection unit 44 and the principle of its inspection method (color patch inspection method).

Figures 7(A) and 7(B) are explanatory diagrams showing a plurality of print modes usable by the printer 20, the dot dropout inspection timing by print mode, and the inspection method used.

Figures 8(A)-8(C) are explanatory diagrams illustrating how individual pixels are recorded on a single raster line in three print modes M1-M3.

Figure 9 is a flowchart showing the print processing procedure in an embodiment.

**BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION**

**A. Structure of the printer:**

[0016] Modes of implementing the present invention will now be explained with reference to embodiments. Figure 1 is a schematic perspective view showing the main structure of a color inkjet printer 20 embodying the present invention. The printer 20 is equipped with a sheet stacker 22, a paper feed roller 24 driven by a step motor not shown in the drawing, a platen plate 26, a carriage 28, a step motor 30, a traction belt 32 driven by the step motor 30, and guide rails 34 for the carriage 28. A print head 36 equipped with a large number of nozzles is mounted on the carriage 28.

[0017] A first dot dropout inspection unit 40 and a second dot dropout inspection unit 42 are provided at a prescribed standby position (home position) of the carriage 28 and a third dot dropout inspection unit 44 is provided on a side face of the carriage 28. The first dot dropout inspection unit 40 is equipped with a light-emitting element 40a and a light-receiving element 40b. Dot dropout inspection is conducted by using the elements 40a and 40b to check the flying state of ink droplets. The second dot dropout inspection unit 42 inspects for dot dropout by checking whether or not a diaphragm provided at its upper surface is being vibrated by ink droplets. The third dot dropout inspection unit 44 inspects for dot dropout by optically reading a prescribed inspection pattern printed on a sheet of printing paper P. The inspections conducted by the respective dot dropout inspection units will be explained in detail later.

[0018] The paper feed roller 24 takes up the printing paper sheet P from the sheet stacker 22 and feeds over the surface of the platen plate 26 in the sub-scanning direction. The carriage 28 is drawn by the traction belt 32 driven by the step motor 30 so as to move along the guide rails 34 in the main scanning direction. The main scanning direction lies perpendicular to the sub-scanning direction.

[0019] Figure 2 is a block diagram showing the electrical configuration of the printer 20. The printer 20 is equipped with a receiving buffer memory 50 for receiving signals supplied from a host computer 100, an image buffer memory 52 for storing print data, and a system controller 54 for controlling the overall operation of the printer 20. Connected to the system controller 54 are a main scan driver 61 for driving the step motor 30, a sub-scan driver 62 for driving the paper feed motor 31, inspection section drivers 63, 64 and 65 for driving the three dot dropout inspection units 40, 42 and 44, and a head driver 66 for driving the print head 36.

[0020] A printer driver (not shown) of the host computer 100 is responsive to the print mode selected by the user for determining various parameter values that regulate the printing operation. Based on the determined parameter values, the printer driver generates print data for printing in the selected print mode and transfers the generated data to the printer 20. The transferred print data are once stored in the receiving buffer memory 50. Inside the printer 20, the system controller 54 reads required information from the print data stored in the receiving buffer memory 50 and sends control signals based therein to the drivers 61-66.

[0021] The print data received by the receiving buffer memory 50 are separated into color components, and the image data for the respective color components are stored in the image buffer memory 52. The head driver 66 reads each color component of the image data from the image buffer memory 52 in response to control signals from the system controller 54 and drives a multicolor nozzle array provided on the print head 36 in accordance with the read data.

**B. Structure and operating principle of the dot dropout inspection units**

[0022] Figure 3 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the structure of the first dot dropout inspection unit 40 and the principle of its inspection method (flying droplet inspection method). Figure 3 is a view of the underside of the print head 36, showing a 6 color nozzle array of the print head 36 and the light-emitting element 40a and light-receiving element 40b constituting the first dot dropout inspection unit 40.

[0023] The undersurface of the print head 36 is provided with a black ink nozzle group K, a dark cyan ink nozzle group C D  for jetting dark cyan ink, a light cyan ink nozzle group C L  for jetting light cyan ink, a dark magenta ink nozzle group M D  for jetting dark magenta ink, a light magenta ink nozzle group M L  for jetting light magenta ink, and a yellow ink nozzle group Y D  for jetting yellow ink.

[0024] In the reference symbols of the nozzle groups, the initial upper case character indicates the ink color,
specifically, the direction of travel of the light beam L is set so that when an ink jetted from one nozzle is being detected the light beam L will not be blocked by ink droplets jetted from any other nozzle. In other words, it is set so that the path of the light beam L does not interfere with a plurality of paths of ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles.

When the light beam L is emitted in an oblique direction inclined with respect to the sub-scan direction SS in this way, every nozzle can be inspected for clogging by successively operating the nozzles, one by one, to jet ink droplets while slowly moving the print head 36 in the main scanning direction. This method is advantageous in that it enables inspection for clogging even with respect to nozzles whose jetted ink droplets should happen to deviate somewhat from the prescribed location or direction.

Figure 5 is an explanatory diagram illustrating the structure of the second dot dropout inspection unit 42 and the principle of its inspection method (vibrating diaphragm inspection method). Figure 5 is a sectional view taken in the vicinity of one nozzle n of the print head 36 and also shows a diaphragm 42a and a microphone 42b constituting the second dot dropout inspection unit 42.

A piezoelectric element PE provided in association with each nozzle n is located to be in contact with an ink passage 80 for conducting ink to the nozzle n. When a voltage is applied to the piezoelectric element PE, it elongates to deform one wall of the ink passage 80. The volume of the ink passage 80 is therefore reduced in proportion to the elongation of the piezoelectric element PE, thereby jetting an ink droplet Ip from the tip of the nozzle n at high speed.

When the ink droplet Ip jetted from the nozzle n reaches the diaphragm 42a, the diaphragm 42a vibrates. The microphone 42b converts the vibration of the diaphragm 42a into an electric signal. Whether or not an ink droplet Ip reached the diaphragm 42a (and thus whether or not the nozzle is clogged) can therefore be ascertained by detecting the output signal from the microphone 42b.

Such pairs of diaphragms 42a and microphones 42b are preferably arranged in the sub-scanning direction in a number equal to the number of nozzles of one color. This enables all nozzles of each color to be simultaneously inspected for presence/absence of clogging. If ink droplets Ip are simultaneously jetted from adjacent nozzles, however, erroneous detection may occur owing to interference between adjacent diaphragms 42a. Such erroneous detection is therefore preferably prevented by carrying out simultaneous inspection on sets of nozzles whose members are separated by several intervening nozzles.

Figures 6(A) and 6(B) are explanatory diagrams illustrating the structure of the third dot dropout inspection unit 44 and the principle of its inspection method (color patch inspection method). Figure 6(A) shows color patch images printed on printing paper with 6 color inks.
patch is, for example, a square measuring about 2 mm per side and each patch is printed by a single nozzle. The illustrated example assumes that the print head is equipped with 48 nozzles per color and prints 48 color patches per color. The reason for defining the patch size as about 2 mm square is that very small color patches formed by only a few ink droplets from each nozzle are highly likely not to be optically detected with sufficient accuracy.

[0036] The color patches (inspection pattern) can be printed on ordinary printing paper P or on a special small test paper fed to the standby position (home position) of the carriage 28 separately from the printing paper.

[0037] Figure 6(B) shows how the third dot dropout inspection unit 44 reads a color patch printed on the printing paper P. The third dot dropout inspection unit 44 is constituted as a photo-reflector equipped with a light-emitting element 44a and a light-receiving element 44b. The light-emitting element 44a, a light-emitting diode, for instance, directs an illumination light beam L onto a color patch on the printing paper P. The illumination light beam L is reflected by the color patch and the reflected light is received by the light-receiving element 44b. The amount of light received by the light-receiving element 44b depends on whether or not a color patch is present at the location illuminated by the illumination light beam L. Whether or not a color patch is present at the location illuminated by the illumination light beam L can therefore be determined by investigating the amount of light received by the light-receiving element 44b. Since the nozzle used to form each color patch is known beforehand, discrimination of whether or not the individual nozzles are clogged is therefore possible.

[0038] If the color of the illumination light beam L is red, good detection of inks with colors near red (dark magenta M₂, light magenta ink M₃, yellow ink Y₃) may be impossible. It is therefore preferable to ensure detection of inks near red by using, as the illumination light beam L, a blue light beam, a white light beam or a combination of two illumination light beams of different colors.

[0039] Pairs of light-emitting elements 44a and light-receiving elements 44b are preferably arranged in the sub-scanning direction in a number equal to or greater than the number of color patches of each row in the sub-scanning direction (4 in the example of Figure 6(A)). In particular, if a number of pairs of light-emitting elements 44a and light-receiving elements 44b equal to the number of nozzles of each color are provided in the same arrangement as that of the color patches, all nozzles of each color can be simultaneously inspected for presence/absence of clogging.

[0040] Although the color patch inspection method needs time for printing the color patches and therefore requires a longer inspection period than either the flying droplet inspection method or the vibrating diaphragm inspection method, it is advantageous in that the reliability of the inspection for nozzle clogging is higher.

[0041] Figures 7(A) and 7(B) are explanatory diagrams showing a plurality of print modes usable by the printer 20, the dot dropout inspection timing for each print mode, and the inspection method used. In Application Example 1 shown in Figure 7(A), the printer 20 is assumed to be capable of using three print modes: draft (high speed, low image quality) mode M₁, fine (medium speed, high image quality) mode M₂, and super-fine (low speed, very high image quality) mode M₃. Draft mode M₁ has a print resolution of 360 dpi and a scan repetition number s (explained later) of 1. The fine mode M₂ has a print resolution of 720 dpi and a scan repetition number s of 2. The super-fine mode M₃ has a print resolution of 720 dpi and a scan repetition number s of 4.

[0042] Figures 8(A)-8(C) illustrate how individual pixels are recorded on a single raster line (main scanning line) in the three print modes M₁-M₃. By “scan repetition number s” is meant the number of main scans executed to record all pixels on a single raster line. Thus, as shown in Figure 8(A), in draft mode M₁, which has a scan repetition number s of 1, all pixels on a single raster line will be recorded in a single main scan. As shown in Figure 8(B), in fine mode M₂, which has a scan repetition number s of 2, the pixels of a single raster line will be recorded in two main scans. (In this specification, one main scan during printing operation is called a “pass.”) In the case of bi-directional printing, a single scan in the forward direction is one pass and a single scan in the reverse direction is also one pass. In Figure 8(B), the dots filled in with hatching indicate the locations of pixels to be recorded in the first pass and the dots filled in with a sand-like pattern indicate the locations of pixels to be recorded in the second pass. As shown in Figure 8(C), in the super-fine mode M₃, which has a scan repetition number s of 4, the pixels of a single raster line will be recorded in four main scans.

[0043] Super-fine mode M₃ can achieve higher image quality than fine mode M₂ because it reduces the image-degrading effect of error in the impact points of the ink droplets produced by the nozzles. The ink droplet impact point on the printing paper sometimes differs slightly among different nozzles. When a raster line is recorded with a single nozzle, therefore, any error in the impact point of the ink droplets produced by the nozzle will be directly reproduced as error in the position of the raster line. When a raster line is recorded with many nozzles, on the other hand, the effect of ink droplet impact point error becomes less noticeable because the errors of the different nozzles average out. The effect of image quality degradation owing to nozzle impact point error can therefore be decreased in proportion as the number of nozzles used to record a single raster line is increased. Since the super-fine mode M₃ records each raster line with four nozzles, it improves image quality in comparison with the fine mode M₂ that records each raster line with two nozzles.

[0044] The recording of each raster line is completed in s number of main scans. If N number of nozzles are used for each color, therefore, the net number of raster
lines whose recording is completed by one main scan is N/s. Since it can be considered that one main scan in effect conducts printing using N/s number of nozzles per color, the value N/s can be called the "effective nozzle number." The effective nozzle number N/s can be thought of as a value indicating the net time period needed to record each raster line. The effective nozzle number N/s is therefore proportional to the raster line recording speed and, for the same print resolution, is proportional to the printing speed. As shown in Figure 7(A), in draft mode M1, dot dropout inspection is conducted before printing every page. In other words, when printing a plurality of pages, dot dropout inspection is conducted prior to printing each succeeding page. The flying droplet inspection method (Figures 3 and 4) is used as the inspection method. In the tables of Figure 7, ◊ indicates the actually utilized inspection method, △ indicates a usable inspection method, and ◯ indicates an ordinarily unusable inspection method. The flying droplet inspection method is suitable for the draft mode M1 because the inspection period is shorter than those of the other inspection methods. The vibrating diaphragm inspection method (Figure 5) can be used instead of the flying droplet inspection method. The reason for using the flying droplet inspection method or the vibrating diaphragm inspection method in the draft mode M1 is that an inspection method with the shortest possible inspection period is desired because in the draft mode M1 printing speed takes precedence over image quality.

[0045] In the fine mode M2, dot dropout inspection is conducted every pass. "Pass" means main scan. In other words, in fine mode M2, dot dropout inspection is conducted every time a scan is conducted. More specifically, inspection is timed in advance to be executed either before conducting each pass or after conducting each pass. The method of inspecting before conducting each pass and the method of inspecting after conducting each pass differ only in whether inspection is conducted at the start or end of printing each page and both are conducted at the same timing in the course of printing each page. The flying droplet inspection method (Figures 3 and 4) is used as the inspection method, but it is also possible to use the vibrating diaphragm inspection method instead of the flying droplet inspection method. The reason for using the flying droplet inspection method or the vibrating diaphragm inspection method is to reduce the time required for the overall printing operation by utilizing an inspection method of the shortest inspection period possible, because a large number of passes are conducted to print one page.

[0046] In the super-fine mode M3, dot dropout inspection is conducted by the color patch inspection method before printing each page. The color patch inspection method is utilized because it enables more reliable inspection. Since image quality takes precedence over printing speed in the super-fine mode M3, it is preferable to utilize the color patch inspection method enabling more reliable inspection, even though the inspection period is relatively long.

[0047] Figure 7(B) shows another application of print mode and inspection method. There are the following two points of difference from Application Example 1. The first difference is that the draft mode M1 in Application Example 1 is divided into a first draft mode M1a and an ordinary draft mode M1b in Application Example 2. The first draft mode M1a is the same as the ordinary draft mode M1b in print resolution and scan repetition number but differs in the point that it does not conduct dot dropout inspection. This enables printing to be completed faster because time spent for dot dropout inspection can be saved. With regard to the one print mode that, among the plurality of print modes usable by the printer, is lowest in both printing speed and print resolution, it is in this way possible to perform printing without carrying out dot dropout inspection. It is also noted that in Application Example 2 the ordinary draft mode M1b can be omitted and only the first draft mode M1a be made usable. The second difference is that in the super-fine mode M3 of Application Example 2, not only is dot dropout inspection conducted before printing each page but dot dropout inspection is also conducted at every pass. This is advantageous in that it enables nozzle clogging to be detected immediately even when the clogging occurs in the course of printing a page.

[0048] When dot dropout (nozzle clogging) is detected in any of the print modes, various prescribed measures are implemented. For example, nozzle cleaning, termination of the printing operation and other such measures can be taken.

[0049] Figure 9 is a flowchart showing the printing operation in Application Example 2 of Figure 7(B). In step H1, the user selects a print mode and enters an instruction to print, using the screen of the host computer 100. In step H2, the printer driver of the host computer 100 generates print data and transmits them to the printer 20. The header of the print data includes print mode information for discriminating the print mode. The print mode information includes various data such as the print resolution, the number of used nozzles N, the scan repetition number s, and the sub-scan feed amount. (In this specification, "printing operation" means the total of all processing operations automatically conducted by the host computer 100 and the printer 20 after the user's instruction. In this sense, all processing operations from step H2 onward correspond to the "printing operation.")

[0050] Steps P1-P11 are printing operation steps automatically performed by the printer 20. In step P1, the system controller 54 (Figure 2) discriminates the print mode to be utilized by reading the print mode information recorded in the header of the print data transferred from the receiving buffer memory 50. In step P2 and the following steps, dot dropout inspection is conducted at the inspection timing and by the inspection method shown in Figure 7(B) for the print mode, and printing is also performed. In the case of the first draft mode M1a, for example, all pages are printed without conducting any...
dot dropout inspection whatsoever (step P2). In the super-fine mode M3, printing is conducted while conducting dot dropout inspection once every pass and once before printing every page (steps P9-P11) until printing of all pages is completed.

[0051] Thus, the foregoing embodiments determine a different combination of dot dropout inspection timing and inspection method for each of the plurality of print modes usable by the printer 20. Dot dropout inspection suitable for the print mode can therefore be conducted. As the plurality of print modes usable by the printer 20 there can be adopted a plurality of modes differing from each other in at least one of raster line recording speed (i.e., effective nozzle number N/s) and print resolution.

[0052] Focusing solely on inspection timing, in Application Example 1 of Figure 7(A), the draft mode M1 and the super-fine mode M3 use the same inspection timing of “before printing each page,” while the fine mode M2 uses the inspection timing of “every pass.” Thus, in this way, it suffices to set different dot dropout inspection timings during printing operation with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes usable by the printer.

[0053] In Application Example 2, the flying droplet inspection method is used for the inspection before printing each page in the draft mode M1b and the color patch inspection method is used for the inspection before printing each page in the super-fine mode M3. Thus, even when the same inspection timing is adopted, inspection most suitable for the print mode can be conducted by adopting an inspection method (inspection principle) suitable for the factor (printing time or image quality) aimed at by the used print mode.

[0054] It is also possible to use different inspection methods for inspections conducted at different timing. Consider, for example, the case where the ordinary draft mode M1b is omitted from Application Example 2. This would result in the color patch inspection method being used for inspection before printing each page and the flying droplet inspection method being used for inspection every pass. This enables use of the preferable inspection method suitable for the inspection timing.

[0055] This invention is in no way limited to the embodiments and examples described in the foregoing but various modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the appended claims. For example, the following modifications are possible.

(1) In the foregoing embodiments, some constituent elements implemented by hardware circuitry can be replaced by software and some constituent elements implemented by software can be replaced by hardware circuitry. A computer program is provided as recorded on a floppy disk, CD-ROM or other recording medium and is stored in a memory of the system controller 54 not shown in the drawings. The system controller 54 executes the computer program to achieve some of the processing operations of the foregoing embodiment by executing the computer program.

(2) The present invention is generally applicable to printers of the type that jet ink droplets and can be applied to various printers other than color inkjet printers. It can, for example, be applied to facsimile machines and copying machines employing inkjet systems.

(3) The foregoing embodiments utilize only two dot dropout inspection timing modes: before printing each page and every pass. However, the inspection timing can also be set in various other ways during the printing operation. For example, inspection can be carried out after several printing passes.

(4) The foregoing embodiments were explained with regard to the case where a single printer is equipped with three dot dropout inspection units 40, 42 and 44. It suffices, however, for the printer to be equipped with at least one dot dropout inspection unit.

(5) The foregoing embodiments conduct dot dropout inspection with respect to all nozzles for six colors provided on the print head 36. Instead, however, only the nozzles actually used for the printing operation can be selected for inspection. Various concrete examples, such as the following a) - d), are conceivable:

a) In the case of monochrome printing, it is possible to inspect only the black ink K_D nozzles and omit the other C_D, C_L, M_D, M_L, and Y_D color nozzles from inspection.

b) Depending on the print mode, color images are sometimes printed using only the four dark inks C_D, M_D, Y_D, and K_D, without using the light inks C_L and M_L. In this case, it is possible to inspect only the nozzles for the four dark inks.

c) Some printers are equipped with a print head provided with three rows of nozzles for black ink. Such a printer performs color printing using one row of nozzles among the three rows of nozzles for black ink and the other nozzles for color ink, and performs monochrome printing using all nozzles in the three rows for black ink. When such a printer is used, it is possible in color printing to omit from inspection the nozzles for black ink of the two rows not used for the printing operation.

d) Depending on the print mode, not all the nozzles for each ink are used and only some nozzles for each ink are used. For instance, there are cases in which 48 nozzles are provided for each ink but printing is conducted using only 41 nozzles of each set of 48 nozzles. In such a case, it is possible to omit from inspection the seven nozzles for each ink that are not used (total of 42 nozzles for six colors).

[0056] Selectively conducting dot dropout inspection
only with respect to the nozzles actually used in the printing operation in the foregoing manner is advantageous in that it shortens the inspection period.

**INDUSTRIAL APPLICABILITY**

[0057] This invention can be applied to devices that jet ink from nozzles, such as printers and facsimile machines.

**Claims**

1. A method of using a printer that prints images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, said method of inspecting for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles comprising the steps of:
   
   (a) presetting different timings during printing operation for conducting the inspection with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and
   
   (b) when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, conducting the inspection at the timing preset with respect to the selected print mode.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein printing is performed without conducting the inspection in the print mode whose raster line recording speed and print resolution are lowest among all print modes usable by the printer.

3. A method according to claim 1, wherein only nozzles actually used in the printing operation are selected for targets of the inspection.

4. A method of using a printer that prints images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, said method of inspecting for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles comprising the steps of:
   
   (a) presetting different combinations of timing for conducting the inspection and inspection principle with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and
   
   (b) when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, conducting the inspection in accordance with the timing and inspection principle preset with respect to the selected print mode.

5. A method according to claim 4, wherein printing is performed without conducting the inspection in the print mode whose raster line recording speed and print resolution are lowest among all print modes usable by the printer.

6. A method according to claim 4, wherein only nozzles actually used in the printing operation are selected for target of the inspection.

7. A printer that prints images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, wherein:
   
   the printer has different preset timings during printing operation, as timings for conducting an inspection for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles, with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and that
   
   when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, the printer conducts the inspection at the timing preset with respect to the selected print mode.

8. A printer according to claim 7, wherein the printer performs printing without conducting the inspection in the print mode whose raster line recording speed and print resolution are lowest among all print modes usable by the printer.

9. A printer according to claim 7, wherein only nozzles actually used in the printing operation are selected for targets of the inspection.

10. A printer that prints images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, wherein:
   
   the printer has different preset combinations of timing for conducting an inspection for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from the nozzles and inspection principle, with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and that
when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, the printer conducts the inspection in accordance with the timing and inspection principle preset with respect to the selected print mode.

11. A printer according to claim 10, wherein the printer performs printing without conducting the inspection in the print mode whose raster line recording speed and print resolution are lowest among all print modes usable by the printer.

12. A printer according to claim 10, wherein only nozzles actually used in the printing operation are selected for target of the inspection.

13. A computer readable medium storing a computer program for causing a computer including a printer to inspect for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from nozzles, the printer printing images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, the computer program causing the computer to implement the function of:

   - presetting different timings during printing operation for conducting the inspection with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, conducting the inspection at the timing preset with respect to the selected print mode.

14. A computer readable medium storing a computer program for causing a computer including a printer to inspect for presence/absence of jetting of ink droplets from nozzles, the printer printing images by jetting ink droplets from a plurality of nozzles to record dots on a surface of a printing medium, the computer program causing the computer to implement the function of:

   - presetting a different combination of timing for conducting the inspection and inspection principle with respect to at least two print modes among a plurality of print modes, the plurality of print modes differing in at least one of print resolution and raster line recording speed indicative of net time required to record one raster line; and when printing is performed according to a print mode selected from among the at least two print modes, conducting the inspection in accordance with the timing and inspection principle preset with respect to the selected print mode.

**Patentansprüche**

1. Verfahren zum Verwenden eines Druckers, der Bilder durch Ausstoßen von Tintentropfen von mehreren Düsen, um Punkte auf einer Oberfläche eines Druckmediums aufzuziechen, druckt, wobei das Verfahren das Vorhandensein/die Abwesenheit des Ausstoßes von Tintentropfen von den Düsen untersucht, und wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

   (a) Voreinstellen unterschiedlicher Zeitpunkte während des Druckbetriebes zum Durchführen der Untersuchung in Bezug auf mindestens zwei Druckmodi aus einer Mehrzahl von Druckmodi, wobei sich die Mehrzahl der Druckmodi hinsichtlich der Druckauflösung und/oder der Rasterzeilenaufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit, die eine Nettozeit angibt, die benötigt wird, um eine Rasterzeile aufzuziehen, unterscheiden; und

   (b) wenn ein Drucken entsprechend einem Druckmodus, der aus den mindestens zwei Druckmodi ausgewählt wird, durchgeführt wird, Durchführen der Untersuchung zu dem Zeitpunkt, der in Bezug auf den ausgewählten Druckmodus voreingestellt ist.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Drucken durchgeführt wird, ohne die Untersuchung in dem Druckmodus durchzuführen, dessen Rasterzeilenaufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit und Druckauflösung die niedrigsten unter sämtlichen Druckmodi, die für den Drucker verwendbar sind, sind.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei nur Düsen, die tatsächlich in dem Druckbetrieb verwendet werden, als Untersuchungsziel ausgewählt werden.

4. Verfahren zum Verwenden eines Druckers, der Bilder durch Ausstoßen von Tintentropfen von mehreren Düsen, um Punkte auf einer Oberfläche eines Druckmediums aufzuziehen, druckt, wobei das Verfahren das Vorhandensein/die Abwesenheit des Ausstoßes von Tintentropfen von den Düsen untersucht, und wobei das Verfahren die folgenden Schritte aufweist:

   (a) Voreinstellen unterschiedlicher Kombinationen aus Zeitpunkten zum Durchführen der Untersuchung und Untersuchungsprinzipien in Bezug auf mindestens zwei Druckmodi aus einer Mehrzahl von Druckmodi, wobei sich die Mehrzahl von Druckmodi hinsichtlich der Druckauflösung und/oder der Rasterzeilenaufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit unter den Druckmodi, die für den Drucker verwendbar sind, unterscheiden.
nungsgeschwindigkeit, die eine Nettozeit an-
gibt, die benötigt wird, um eine Rasterzeile auf-
zuziehen, unterscheiden; und
(b) wenn ein Drucken entsprechend einem
Druckmodus, der aus den mindestens zwei
Druckmodi ausgewählt ist, durchgeführt wird,
Durchführen der Untersuchung entsprechend
dem Zeitpunkt und dem Untersuchungsprinzip,
die in Bezug auf den ausgewählten Druckmodus
voreingestellt sind.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei das Drucken
durchgeführt wird, ohne die Untersuchung in dem
Druckmodus durchzuführen, dessen Rasterzeilen-
aufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit und Druckauflösung
die niedrigsten unter sämtlichen Druckmodi, die von
dem Drucker verwendbar sind, sind.

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, wobei nur Düsen, die
tatsächlich in dem Druckbetrieb verwendet werden,
as Untersuchungsziel ausgewählt werden.

7. Drucker, der Bilder durch Ausstoßen von Tintentrop-
fen von mehreren Düsen, um Punkte auf einer Ober-
fläche eines Druckmediums aufzuzeichnen, druckt,
wobei

8. Drucker nach Anspruch 7, wobei der Drucker das
Drucken durchführt, ohne die Untersuchung in dem
Druckmodus durchzuführen, dessen Rasterzeilen-
aufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit und Druckauflösung
die niedrigsten unter sämtlichen Druckmodi, die von
dem Drucker verwendbar sind, sind.

9. Drucker nach Anspruch 7, wobei nur Düsen, die tat-
sächlich in dem Druckbetrieb verwendet werden, als
Untersuchungsziel ausgewählt werden.

10. Drucker, der Bilder durch Ausstoßen von Tintentrop-
fen von mehreren Düsen, um Punkte auf einer Ober-
fläche des Druckmediums aufzuzeichnen, druckt,
wobei der Drucker unterschiedliche voreingestellte Kombi-
nationen aus Zeitpunkten zum Durchführen einer
Untersuchung des Vorhandenseins / der Abwesen-
heit des Ausstoßes von Tintentropfen von den Dü-
sen und Untersuchungsprinzipien in Bezug auf min-
destens zwei Druckmodi unter einer Mehrzahl von
Druckmodi aufweist, wobei sich die Mehrzahl der
Druckmodi hinsichtlich der Druckauflösung und/
or der Rasterzeilenaufzeichnungsgeschwindig-
keit, die eine Nettozeit angibt, die benötigt wird, um
eine Rasterzeile aufzuzeichnen, unterscheiden; und
wenn ein Drucken entsprechend einem Druckmodus
durchgeführt wird, der aus den mindestens zwei
Druckmodi ausgewählt ist, der Drucker die Untersu-
chung entsprechend dem Zeitpunkt und dem Unter-
suchungsprinzip, die in Bezug auf den ausgewählten
Druckmodus voreingestellt sind, durchführt.

11. Drucker nach Anspruch 10, wobei der Drucker ein
Drucken durchführt, ohne die Untersuchung in dem
Druckmodus durchzuführen, dessen Rasterzeilen-
aufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit und Druckauflösung
die niedrigsten unter sämtlichen Druckmodi, die von
dem Druck verwendbar sind, sind.

12. Drucker nach Anspruch 10, wobei nur Düsen, die
tatsächlich in dem Druckbetrieb verwendet werden,
as Untersuchungsziel ausgewählt werden.

13. Computerlesbares Medium, das ein Computerpro-
gramm zum Bewirken, dass ein Computer, der einen
Drucker enthält, das Vorhandensein / die Abwesen-
heit eines Ausstoßes von Tintentropfen von Düsen
untersucht, speichert, wobei der Drucker Bilder
durch Ausstoßen von Tintentropfen von mehreren Düsen, um Punkte auf einer Oberfläche eines Druck-
mediums aufzuzeichnen, druckt, wobei das Compu-
terprogramm bewirkt, dass der Computer die folgen-
de Funktion erzielt:

Voreinstellen unterschiedlicher Zeitpunkte wäh-
rend des Druckbetriebes zum Durchführen der
Untersuchung in Bezug auf mindestens zwei
Druckmodi aus einer Mehrzahl von Druckmodi,
wobei sich die Mehrzahl von Druckmodi hin-
sichtlich der Druckauflösung und/oder der
Rasterzeilenaufzeichnungsgeschwindigkeit,
die eine Nettozeit angibt, die benötigt wird, um
eine Rasterzeile aufzuzeichnen, unterscheiden; und
wenn ein Drucken entsprechend einem Druckmodus
durchgeführt wird, der aus den mindestens zwei
Druckmodi ausgewählt ist, Durchführen der Untersuchung zu dem Zeit-
punkt, der in Bezug auf den ausgewählten
Druckmodus voreingestellt ist.

14. Computerlesbares Medium, das ein Computerpro-
Procédé d'utilisation d'une imprimante qui imprime des images par l'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir d'une pluralité de buses vers des points d'enregistrement sur une surface d'un support d'impression, ledit procédé d'inspection de la présence/absence d'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir des buses comprenant les étapes consistant à :

(a) prédéterminer différentes synchronisations pendant une opération d'impression pour effectuer l'inspection en relation avec au moins deux modes d'impression parmi une pluralité de modes d'impression, la pluralité de modes d'impression différant quant à au moins l'une de la résolution d'impression et de la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points indicatives d'un temps net nécessaire pour enregistrer une ligne de points ; et
(b) lorsqu'une impression est effectuée selon un mode d'impression sélectionné parmi lesdits au moins deux modes d'impression, effectuer l'inspection selon la synchronisation et le principe d'inspection prédéterminés en relation avec le mode d'impression sélectionné.

Procédé selon la revendication 4, dans lequel une impression est effectuée sans effectuer l'inspection dans le mode d'impression dont la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points et la résolution d'impression sont les plus faibles parmi tous les modes d'impression utilisables par l'imprimante.
pression, la pluralité de modes d'impression différant quant à au moins l'une de la résolution d'impression et de la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points indicatives d'un temps net nécessaire pour enregistrer une ligne de points ; et lorsqu'une impression est effectuée selon un mode d'impression sélectionné parmi lesdits au moins deux modes d'impression, l'imprimante effectue l'inspection selon la synchronisation prédéterminée en relation avec le mode d'impression sélectionné.

8. Imprimante selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle l'imprimante effectue une impression sans effectuer l'inspection dans le mode d'impression dont la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points et la résolution d'impression sont les plus faibles parmi tous les modes d'impression utilisables par l'imprimante.

9. Imprimante selon la revendication 7, dans laquelle seules les buses réellement utilisées dans l'opération d'impression sont sélectionnées en tant que cibles de l'inspection.

10. Imprimante qui imprime des images par l'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir d'une pluralité de buses vers des points d'enregistrement sur une surface d'un support d'impression, dans laquelle :

l'imprimante a différentes combinaisons prédéterminées de synchronisation pour effectuer une inspection quant à la présence/absence d'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir des buses et de principe d'inspection, en relation avec au moins deux modes d'impression parmi une pluralité de modes d'impression, la pluralité de modes d'impression différant quant à au moins l'une de la résolution d'impression et de la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points indicatives d'un temps net nécessaire pour enregistrer une ligne de points ; et lorsqu'une impression est effectuée selon un mode d'impression sélectionné parmi lesdits au moins deux modes d'impression, l'imprimante effectue l'inspection selon la synchronisation et le principe d'inspection prédéterminés en relation avec le mode d'impression sélectionné.

11. Imprimante selon la revendication 10, dans laquelle l'imprimante effectue une impression sans effectuer l'inspection dans le mode d'impression dont la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points et la résolution d'impression sont les plus faibles parmi tous les modes d'impression utilisables par l'imprimante.

12. Imprimante selon la revendication 10, dans laquelle seules les buses réellement utilisées dans l'opération d'impression sont sélectionnées en tant que cibles de l'inspection.

13. Support pouvant être lu par un ordinateur mémorisant un programme informatique pour amener un ordinateur comprenant une imprimante à effectuer une inspection quant à la présence/absence d'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir de buses, l'imprimante imprimant des images par l'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir d'une pluralité de buses vers des points d'enregistrement sur une surface d'un support d'impression, le programme informatique amenant l'ordinateur à effectuer la fonction consistant à :

prédéterminer différentes synchronisations pendant une opération d'impression pour effectuer l'inspection en relation avec au moins deux modes d'impression parmi une pluralité de modes d'impression, la pluralité de modes d'impression différant quant à au moins l'une de la résolution d'impression et de la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points indicatives d'un temps net nécessaire pour enregistrer une ligne de points ; et lorsqu'une impression est effectuée selon un mode d'impression sélectionné parmi lesdits au moins deux modes d'impression, effectuer l'inspection selon la synchronisation prédéterminée en relation avec le mode d'impression sélectionné.

14. Support pouvant être lu par un ordinateur mémorisant un programme informatique pour amener un ordinateur comprenant une imprimante à effectuer une inspection quant à la présence/absence d'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir de buses, l'imprimante imprimant des images par l'éjection de gouttelettes d'encre à partir d'une pluralité de buses vers des points d'enregistrement sur une surface d'un support d'impression, le programme informatique amenant l'ordinateur à effectuer la fonction consistant à :

prédéterminer une combinaison différente de synchronisation pour effectuer l'inspection et de principe d'inspection en relation avec au moins deux modes d'impression parmi une pluralité de modes d'impression, la pluralité de modes d'impression différant quant à au moins l'une de la résolution d'impression et de la vitesse d'enregistrement de ligne de points indicatives d'un temps net nécessaire pour enregistrer une ligne de points ; et lorsqu'une impression est effectuée selon un mode d'impression sélectionné parmi lesdits au moins deux modes d'impression, effectuer l'inspection selon la synchronisation et le principe d'inspection prédéterminés en relation avec le mode d'impression sélectionné.
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**Fig. 7(A)**

**INSPECTION TIMING AND INSPECTION METHOD BY PRINT MODE**

**APPLICATION EXAMPLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE ID</th>
<th>MODE NAME</th>
<th>DOT DROPOUT INSPECTION TIMING</th>
<th>INSPECTION METHOD UTILIZED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLYING DROPLET</td>
<td>DIAPHRAGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>DRAFT (360dpi, s=1 pass)</td>
<td>BEFORE PRINTING EACH PAGE</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>FINE (720dpi, s=2 passes)</td>
<td>EVERY PASS</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>SUPER-FINE (720dpi, s=4 passes)</td>
<td>BEFORE PRINTING EACH PAGE</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 7(B)**

**INSPECTION TIMING AND INSPECTION METHOD BY PRINT MODE**

**APPLICATION EXAMPLE 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODE ID</th>
<th>MODE NAME</th>
<th>DOT DROPOUT INSPECTION TIMING</th>
<th>INSPECTION METHOD UTILIZED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FLYING DROPLET</td>
<td>DIAPHRAGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1a</td>
<td>FIRST DRAFT (360dpi, s=1 pass)</td>
<td>NO INSPECTION</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1b</td>
<td>DRAFT (360dpi, s=1 pass)</td>
<td>BEFORE PRINTING EACH PAGE</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>FINE (720dpi, s=2 passes)</td>
<td>EVERY PASS</td>
<td>⚫</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3</td>
<td>SUPER-FINE (720dpi, s=4 passes)</td>
<td>BEFORE PRINTING EACH PAGE</td>
<td>△</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Fig. 8(A)**

DRAFT MODE M1 (360dpi, s=1)

**Fig. 8(B)**

FINE MODE M2 (720dpi, s=2)

**Fig. 8(C)**

SUPER-FINE MODE M2 (720dpi, s=4)
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